
Neuroscientists tell us that frights, unexpected challenges, and sudden uncertainties
trigger structures, signals, and chemicals in the brain. No surprise that sudden
change disrupts our neurological patterns. We feel these alarms in our racing heart,
shortness of breath, shaking hands, and queasy stomach. The question is always
what we’re going to do about the alarms or what the alarms are going to do to us.
Alarms produce fears and, as fears persist, anxiety. We all know anxiety. Yet the
unknown that alarms reveal is also a world of potential and possibility. The first
presentation of that world is routinely chaotic. That disorder with which sudden
uncertainties present themselves is why we feel the neurological alarms. But the
alarms are just warnings, not revelations. Indeed, some alarms can be invitations to
exploration. The action of God in that chaotic world, expressed through one’s faith,
may turn the disorder into a new kind of order better than the first.

Recognize that these neurological and
emotional challenges of encountering the world
have spiritual and cosmological components.
One can find a place of perfect peace for a
moment. But one cannot proceed through life
with that same perfect equanimity.
Cosmologically, space is durable, time is not.
We can hole up briefly in our bedrooms in
shelter against the storm. But time inevitably
brings change. Space is a shelter only for the
moment. Time has a way of undoing the
sanctity and order of the space, turning it from a
shelter to a trap or even a prison. Time requires

emerging from the shelter to encounter the change. Space and time have opposite
cosmological significance. Space sustains order, while time undoes it. The
Christian’s opportunity is to invite God into time to turn time back into sacred space
where God’s peace reigns. Think of that invitation to God to reorder chaos as your
assignment to explore the new uncertainty. You cannot go back into spaces that time
has disordered. One can only go forward in search of the new sacred space.


